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ABSTRACT
Generally, a speech recognition system uses a fixed set of
pronunciations according to the dictionary for training and
decoding. However, even a well-defined lexicon cannot be
used to support all variations in human’s pronunciation.
Besides, in order to cover all possible pronunciations, the size
of the dictionary would be too large to implement. Sharing
gaussian densities across phonetic models and decision tree for
pronunciation variation are proved to be efficient for
pronunciation variation system without dictionary modification.
This paper presents the alternative methods that can be used
even in the sparse database situation. Re-label training is
modified to have rule-based pronunciation variation in order to
obtain real phonetic acoustic models. Phonemic acoustic
models are then retrained from the tying HMM states across
phonetic models.
These new phonemic models allow
alternative search path during recognition. The system shows
better performance in the experiment.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sharing gaussian densities across phonetic models and decision
tree [1] have successfully shown the great improvement in
pronunciation variation speech recognition without dictionary
modification. That paper starts from showing that training
acoustic model from phonetic transcriptions is better than
training from phonemic transcriptions. Then the various
phonemic-to-phonetic transcriptions techniques are proposed.
The phonetic transcriptions generated from hand-labeledtrained acoustic models gave the best result in the experiment.
Finally, the pronunciation variability at the level of HMM states
are explained and the experimental result was observed
comparing with the pronunciation variation system requiring
dictionary modification [2].
By using tree-base pronunciation variation, the system
required a large corpus for training in order to cover all
variation, as the weak point of all corpus-based pronunciation
system is unable to observe variation beyond the corpus. This
problem becomes serious for a sparse database like Thai. As
the result, hybrid of corpus- and knowledge-based models [3] is
used instead in this paper.
The hybrid method varies
pronunciations according to the rule from linguistic knowledge

and observed from the corpus. This rule-based model also has
the advantage of reducing in time-consumption, as there is no
need to calculate possible alternate pronunciations as rules are
already fixed. The tying HMM states across phonetic models
are used instead of sharing HMM states across phonetic models
in this paper.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section
describes all the Thai pronunciation variation rules used in this
paper. Then, the training strategy is described in Sections 3 and
4. Section 3 contains the overview of the training system, while
Section 4 emphasizes on rule-based pronunciation variation
algorithm. Section 5 explains how phonemic models are
constructed for decoding.
The experimental results and
conclusion are described in Sections 6 and 7, respectively.

2. PRONUNCIATION VARIATION RULES
Table 1 [4] demonstrates all 76 phonemes used in this paper.
“sp” and “sil” are short pause and silence symbols,
respectively. A double character means long vowel such as
/@@/ is long vowel version of /@/. Some vowels are not
included in Table 1 because they have fewer occurrences in
Thai speech such as /ia/, /ua/, etc. A character with “^” symbol
indicates the final consonant. A character combined with “h”
is the aspirated version of that sound such as /kh/ is the
aspirated version of /k/. Character with /w/, /r/ and /l/ are
called cluster /w/, /r/ and /l/, respectively (cluster is pronounced
two phonemes together).
All of the rules in this paper are from linguistic knowledge
[5] and observed from the corpus by our linguistic expert.
There are 4 rules as follows:
Initial
consonants
Cluster
consonants
Final
consonants
Vowels
Special
symbols

/k, kh, ng, c, ch, s, j, d, t, th, n, b, p, ph, f,
m, r, l, w, h, z/
/pr, pl, tr, kr, kl, kw, phr, phl, thr, khr, khl,
khw, br, bl, fr, fl, dr/
/k^, ng^, j^, t^, n^, p^, m^, w^, z^,ch^, f^,
l^, s^, jf^, ks/
/a, aa, i, ii, v, vv, u, uu, e, ee, x, xx, o, oo,
@, @@, q, qq, iia, vva, uua/
sil, sp

Table 1: Phonemes for Thai words in this paper.

(a) “sp” insertion
Thai language does not have punctuation marker to pause
within a sentence, a short pause can occur anywhere after
syllable. As a result, the short pause is selectively inserted
at the end of each syllable in each word. In Thai language,
the end of the syllable can be either vowel or final
consonant. Additionally, the beginning of the syllable must
be initial consonant or cluster consonant.
(b) /r/ sound ÅÆ /l/ sound (nonstandard pronunciation)
/r/ sound is difficult to pronounce in the real speech. For
convenience, sometimes /r/ sound is pronounced as /l/
sound. Contrarily, some over-accented Thai speakers
would produce /l/ sound as /r/ sound. The phonemes
following this rule are listed below.
•
/pr/ ÅÆ /pl/ ÅÆ /p/
•
/tr/ ÅÆ /t/
•
/kr/ ÅÆ /kl/ ÅÆ /k/
•
/phr/ ÅÆ /phl/ ÅÆ /ph/
•
/thr/ ÅÆ /thl/ ÅÆ /th/
•
/khr/ ÅÆ /khl/ ÅÆ /kh/
•
/br/ ÅÆ /bl/ ÅÆ /b/
•
/fr/ ÅÆ /fl/ ÅÆ /f/
•
/dr/ ÅÆ /d/
•
/r/ ÅÆ /l/
(c) Loan word error
Some pronunciation of loan words is hard to pronounce in
Thai. Some speakers pronounce those words in English
accent while some pronounce in Thai accent.
The
phonemes following this rule are listed below.
•
/s/ ÅÆ /ch/
•
/l^/ ÅÆ /n^/ ÅÆ /w^/
•
/s^/ ÅÆ /t^/
•
/f^/ ÅÆ /p^/
•
/ch^/ ÅÆ /t^/
•
/t/ ÅÆ /th/
•
/p/ ÅÆ /ph/
•
/k/ ÅÆ /kh/
(d) “Short vowel” ÅÆ “long vowel”
In conversation, a fast speaking rate would shorten some
Thai vowels. In the same way, a slow speaking rate would
lengthen a vowel. The phonemes following this rule are
listed below.
•
/i/ ÅÆ /ii/
•
/e/ ÅÆ /ee/
•
/a/ ÅÆ /aa/
•
/@/ ÅÆ /@@/
•
/x/ ÅÆ /xx/

3. RELABEL TRAINING WITH
PRONUNCAITION VARIATION
In order to achieve high accuracy acoustic model, speech data
should be correctly marked. Nevertheless, for many reasons,
the transcriptions are not perfectly marked. Traditionally,
transcriptions are generated from automatic segmentation and
rechecked by human. However, in a large database, manualchecking process is time-consuming and usually ignored. The
re-label training strategy [6] is designed to update labels during
the training so that high accuracy model can be obtained and
even initialized by automatically-generated transcriptions. In
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Figure 1: Re-label training process.
addition, some ambiguities among the phonemes are hard to
classify by human.
The training strategy starts from word transcriptions,
dictionary, initial acoustic models and speech database as
inputs of rule-based pronunciation variation. These acoustic
models are trained from initial phonemic transcriptions and
speech database with the re-estimation algorithm. The rulebased pronunciation variation then generates phonetic
transcriptions according to the speech data. These phonetic
transcriptions and speech data are then the inputs for reestimation. After that the re-estimation process updates the
acoustic models to be the inputs for rule-based pronunciation
variation. This process is continued until the log probability of
updated models is less than the last one. Fig. 1 shows the relabel training with pronunciation variation.

4. RULE-BASED PRONUNCIATION
VARIATION
This section clarifies the rule-based pronunciation variation,
one of the processes from Section 3. This process uses word
transcriptions, dictionary, acoustic model and speech database
as inputs. In fact, this process is just the force recognition with
the phonetic network representing possible variation according
to the rules. For example, the sentence “rak^ kun^” (=love
you) can be constructed as shown in Fig. 2. According to the
rule (b) in Section 2, /r/ can be altered to /l/. Rule (d), short
vowel /a/ can be changed to long vowel /aa/. Rule (a), end of
syllable /k^/ can be followed by “sp”. The phoneme /k/ is
influenced by two rules, (b) and (c). The alternative paths are
the combination of two rules as shown in Fig. 2. There are 4
possible paths in the picture. /u/ remains the same, as there is
no matched rule. Finally, /n^/ with the combination of rules (a)
and (c) have 6 possible paths in the network. The most likely
selected paths are the phonetic transcriptions using for next
training
We believe that the phonemic transcriptions affect the
acoustic models’ accuracy as well as the phonetic
transcriptions. Therefore, in order to obtain real optimum
phonetic transcriptions, various methods are investigated.
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Figure 2: Phone-level network for "rak^ kun^" according to
the pronunciation variation rules.
There are three ways to generate phonemic transcriptions:
automatically by using Thai Grapheme-to-Phoneme (G2P)
developed by NECTEC [7] (I), manually by expert labelers
(II), and from re-label training (III). Also three types of
training process are used in this experiment; training without
re-label re-estimation (IV), training with re-label re-estimation
(V), training with pronunciation variation (VI). In (II)
phonemic transcriptions are generated from G2P and edited by
our expert labelers. The transcriptions were examined by using
Wavesurfer 1.0.4 [8]. There are only 2 expert labelers for the
correction process in order to preserve the consistency.
Complicated points in transcriptions and boundaries alignment
are discussed and adopted during the process. Note that the
various phonemic transcriptions are also investigated.
Therefore, the log probability of training process is used to
measure the quality of phonetic transcriptions, as there is no
appropriate reference answer for phone error rate measurement.

5. PRONUNCIATION VARIATION MODEL
The models trained by rule-based pronunciation variation relabel training can degrade the system as the acoustic models
are trained to be phonetic models while the dictionary is still in
phonemic form. Of course, it is also impossible to construct
such a gigantic-size phonetic-form lexicon. The rule-based
pronunciation variation also cannot be used at this point
because there is no given phoneme network in the decoding
process. To construct a phonemic model, we tie the start and
end states of every phonetic model in the same variation group
together according to the rules presented in Section 2. The
transition probabilities from the first state to each individual
phonetic model are starting with the same value in order to
allow fair pronunciation variation. These phonemic model
prototypes are then retrained by phonemic transcriptions to
obtain maximum likelihood phonemic models. Therefore, each
phonemic model composes of general phonetic model and
phonetic models that varied from the phonemic model
according to the rules. With this model, the best matching path
can be obtained even when no variation presents in the
dictionary. For example, phonemes /l/ and /r/ can be varied
according to the rule in Section 2. The prototype of phonemic
model /l/ or /r/ is shown in Fig. 3.
There are two reasons that sharing HMM states phonetic
model is not employed in this experiment. First, the database is
not enough to train multi-gaussian and context-dependent
model. Second, sharing HMM states and tying HMM states
phonetic model showed almost the same WER in [1] if there is
no future improvement (merged or merged, further training).
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Figure 3: Prototype for "l" or "r" pronunciation variation
model.
The merit of tying HMM states phonetic model is that it can be
expanded to appropriate number of guassian system easier than
train multi-guassian system and reduce the number of guassian
after the problem of data sparseness is found after sharing the
gaussian.
Some might say that these phonemic models may result in
word confusions, for instance, the word “r a k^” (=love) can be
confused with the word “l a k^” (=steal). We don’t say that
this system can solve this problem perfectly but it is better than
the traditional one. Let’s assume that “r a k^” is the correct
word and the influence from language model is ignored. In the
traditional system, “l a k^” can be chosen if phoneme “r” is
pronounced as phoneme “l”. In our system, phoneme “r” is the
combination of phonetic “r” and phonetic “r pronounced as l”.
Therefore, there is more chance that phoneme “r” can win if
phonetic “r pronounced as l” in phoneme “r” is better than
phonetic “l” in phoneme “l”.

6. EXPERIMENT
HTK Toolkit [9] is used as the base system for this experiment.
The experiment procedure starts from data preparation, wave to
MFCC conversion, making topology prototype, label and
dictionary construction (in HTK format), training acoustic and
language models, and testing finally. In the decoding process,
a back-off bi-gram language model is constructed and Viterbi
algorithm is applied for speech recognition process.
6.1. Database
As Thai corpus project is just starting, our corpus is still
relative small comparing with the other language corpus. In
3,097 words database, 1,246 utterances are used as a training
set. 140 utterances having less error in language model are
selected as a testing set. As this experiment aims at improving
of acoustic model, we designed the experiment to have less
effect from language model error. This can be done by
selecting the most-occurrence-words sentences as a test set.
The algorithm of selecting test sentences is somewhat similar
to [10]. A female professional speaker is set to record all
speech utterances in order to avoid any error occurring from
speaker.
The language model is constructed from 1,246 sentences
according to the utterances. Back-off bi-gram’s perplexity is
73.68 and entropy is 6.20. Dictionary is generated from G2P.
Speech utterances (16 kHz sampling frequency with 16 bits
quantization) are parameterized into 12 dimensional vectors,
energy, and their delta and acceleration (39 length front-end
parameters).
6.2. Results
There are many training types in this experiment according to
initial phonemic transcriptions and training strategies. As

Training
type
I + IV

Training log
probability
-59.58

% Correct

% Accuracy

70.36

67.87

II + IV

-58.63

78.52

73.63

III + IV

-58.73

74.01

71.56

Table 2: Training without re-label re-estimation.
Training
type
I+V

Training log
probability
-58.73

% Correct

% Accuracy

77.87

72.77

II + V

-58.63

78.52

73.63

III + V

-58.71

78.11

72.91

Table 3: Training with re-label re-estimation.

the automatic system sometimes can solve the ambiguous
phonemes that human cannot solve.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an efficient way of
pronunciation variation approach to the speech recognition.
Rule-base pronunciation variation and phonemic models are
used for training and decoding, respectively.
Various
techniques to find best phonemic and phonetic transcriptions
have been investigated. The experimental results demonstrate
that the accuracy of both phonemic and phonetic transcriptions
greatly affect the accuracy of the system. Pronunciation
variation system initialized from phonemic transcriptions
generated from re-label training shows the best performance in
the experiment.
More rules pronunciation variation, speaker-independent,
multi-gaussian and context-dependent system will be
experienced in the future work if we can obtain a larger corpus.
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% Correct
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